CHAT SESSION DURING DAY 1 BEAVER SUMMIT
is it possible to make the slides
bigger? Thanks.
I hope that slides will also be
available following the program.
Thank you.
There's a dividing line between
the speaker and presentation
panels, and viewers can drag that
back and forth to adjust the
relative sizes, but we don't have
the option to put the speakers
above the slides.

What is your website?
Will the recording also be
available on your website?

has anyone compared
evaporation from human
engineering vs. beaver
engineering projects?
Would love a comparison to
Mountain Beaver (Aplondontia
rufa) to Castor? Are they related?
Can we legally trap beavers and
relocate beavers in California?
Thanks Kate.
Thank you for the excellent talk,
Michael. Different salmonid
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Thanks for letting us know! We
will try to adjust
All the presentations will be
availble with the slides on our
website!

Thank you, we are trying to
address this.

https://cabeaversummit.org/
Yes!

There is no relocation in ca
except for tribal lands

I haven’t seen any papers, but I bet they’re out
there. I’d love to hear anything you’re able to find
out.

I did a study that
compared
evapotranspiration
in beaver-dammed
areas to human
irrigated alfalfa
fields:
https://doi.org/10.1
002/eco.1993

Castor and Aplodontia are totally unrelated and have different distribution, abundance
and life history strategies.
The CA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife can move beaver or give permits to
others to move, but in most cases do neither. I will talk more about this on
live answered
Friday.
live answered
live answered

species vary in life histories and
habitat requirements. I can
certainly see that beaver ponds
would benefit coho, but do you
think that beaver engineering
benefits all salmonid species?
I missed the answer to Kevin’s
question…
What are the main types of
Green tape for California?
how much of the ‘green tape’ is
in CEQA? apparently
environmentalists resist reopening the CEQA legislation
which protects individual species
rather than ecosystems, because
of fear of GOP meddling.
Can Michael speak more to
starting with restoration with
Deserts first...
Was his question about the
legality of trapping/relocating
beavers in CA NOT answered?
Michael mentioned a paper, and
I didn't quite catch it. Will the
Summit be providing a "reading
list?"

Thank you
What single act of the California
and Federal government is
required to boost the restoration
of beaver?
The agencies need to hear
directly from the restoration
community what is holding you
back. With Cutting the Green
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If we didn't get to all the questions we will have a discussion at the end of the day.
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Unfortunately we have a short amount of time today but please stay for more
discussion at the end of the day!
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We will provide resources on
the website, please check back
soon.

Not directly, we will have other speakers who will hopefully get to this topic as Brock
mentioned

live answered

Chris
Jones

We will have more policy
discussion coming up!
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Thank you!

Charles, what topics were you interested in. I cited a
few papers.

Tape, I think there is more
receptivity to making change.
You can also share your
perspective with Sustainable
Conservation at
restoration@suscon.org
For Sarah Lose: Matt Miller at
TNC just wrote a piece about
mountain beaver:
https://blog.nature.org/science/
2021/03/30/the-mountainbeaver-that-is-not-a-beaver/
Hudson Bay trappers brought
malaria to California in the 1840,
killing 20,000 native people in
the Central Valley.
Re Dr. Pollock's talk: Would the
summit website be able to share
links to papers or websites
regarding the landscape or
watershed level restoration
happening in MENA countries?
I'm currently studying Egyptian
Arabic and it would be
interesting to look read about
Egypt's restoration approaches.
Thank you.

Did beavers have a genetic
bottleneck?
Are there any examples of
beaver integration into small
scale city drainage creeks or
other water ways of a similar
scale and location? Have we ever
phased them into urban
environments?
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Thank you for sharing this.
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We will take note of this
suggestion, thank you
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live answered

The scientific community has looked at Castor fiber genetics far more than
Castor canadensis and has determined that there are in fact bottlenecks
with Castor fiber. I am not sure we know if this is the case with C.
canadensis. It is my understanding that there were more survivors of C.
canadensis. Duncan Halley has done a lot of the C. fiber research. You
could look him up for more info.

live answered

Beaver certainly live in many urban areas. I am not
familiar with active relocations to urban areas as a
restoration tool, but they could exist?

Does ecological restoration using
beavers frequently need to go
hand-in-hand wih appropriate
land management, such as
prevention of overgrazing and of
farming and logging proximate to
streams and riparian zones?
Is this webinar going to be
recorded so it can be shared.
Thanks
It would be great to get a reading
list of papers, books, etc that
have been mentioned in these
presentations !!
Why do the Washoe Tribe in the
Tahoe area have no evidence of
beaver in their oral histories?
So is your estimate of precolonial beaver population more
nearly 400 million as opposed to
60 million? Based on your data
why do we still quote such a
wide range of estimates?
Name for beaver for Winnemem
Wintu Tribe in Northern
California is “Besus.”
How can we protect urban
beaver populations?

If Beaver are in Silicon Valley and
in Pescadero, how long before
they make it to the San Mateo
coast?
Thank you, Rick. I agree with
your contentions about beaver
distributions in the Sierra and
Central Coast, down to Salinas.
However, I think the evidence for
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live answered

Yes, this short video illustrates the importance of shifting to intensive brief
grazing with rotation to different sites and use of temporary fencing to
protect riparian vegetation in a semi-arid environment.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_2Ib0pQYPo

Yes please check back soon on
https://cabeaversummit.org/

Noted! We will try to provide resources on our website https://cabeaversummit.org/ please check back in a few days
Brian the Washoe do have beaver legends, and had a word for beaver. See
our 2012 pub - The historical range of beaver in the Sierra Nevada in CFG
live answered
Journal.

live answered

Thank you for sharing!

so…WWBD? = What Would Besus Do?
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Pescadero Creek is San Mateo County coast. Beaver translocation
persisted there for 90 years but I think they were shot or succumbed to
disease literally in the last year. To my knowledge they did not populate
the neighboring watersheds, not sure why. They are expanding in SF Bay
tributaries by using the Bay to get from one stream to the next - but the
live answered
Bay is calm water and relatively shark=free unlike the San Mateo Coast.
I was skeptical at first but I could not touch on all the evidence in my talk - our publication CFG Journal 2013
titled The historical range of beaver (Castor canadensis) in coastal California summarizes the evidence for
coastal counties through San Diego County, and goes a bit more into beaver being native to much more arid
areas than San Diego County - Rio Bavispe in Mexico, San Pedro River in Arizona, Mojave River in southeastern
California. The real question should be “What would have kept beaver out of San Diego County rivers?”
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beaver distributions from the
Santa Maria River south to the
Mexican border are less
convincing. Are you collecting
more records or information to
bolster your contentions for
southern CA?
There was no mention of beaver
on the east side of the Sierras
and Cascades in California. What
was the historic range in the
major drainages?
Thank you Rick
If someone asked about historic
population estimates -- the 60400 million number often quoted
comes from Ernest Thomas
Seton's 1929 book on rodents, in
the beaver chapter. He basically
made the calculations based on
only two data sets: Morgan's
work on the southwest shore of
Lake Superior and Radford's work
in the Adirondacks.
how much of the carbon
sequestration in beaver
meadowns may be offfset by the
methane emissions from the
beaver ponds?
Some studies have indicated
beaver activity promotes
methane production which
accounts for about 15 percent of
wild animal methane production,
so would the sequestration of
carbon in the soils out weight the
production of methane released
from beaver ponds and dams?
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All major drainages in Nevada have always had beaver. See our 2nd pub on Sierra Nevada beaver - but the
Carson River had beaver and in flood years is hydrologically connected to the Humboldt River basin, which
also had beaver historically. Many of the streams flowing into Mono Lake have beautiful beaver dams today.
No data on the Owens River to my knowledge, however.
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live answered

Ponds emit about 60 kg/ha per year - ponds fill with
sediment after 10-20 years. Beaver meadow soils
sequester 54,000 kg/ha

Kaitlyn
Herna
ndez

We’re working on exactly that
question at Dixie Creek with the
Sierra Fund, there’s a ton of
research happening there, and
will be ongoing.

Ponds emit about 60 kg/ha per year - ponds fill with
sediment after 10-20 years. Beaver meadow soils
sequester 54,000 kg/ha

This is a beautiful presentation
and vital perspective. Thank you!
'@Kaitlyn Hernandez and Kevin
Swift
Based on preliminary GHG data
at Loney Methane Carbon
sequestration benefits far
outweighed increases in
methane in restored meadow
This is without beavers, so will be
interesting to see if they increase
that in your current study
Hi Trina, I was very moved by
your presentation and the Maidu
people's values of nature and
life. This is a broad question but:
Do you have any advice for
cleansing oneself from
consumerism ? I want to undo
years of damage by limiting my
resource use and reconnecting
with nature. Often times I feel
this is difficult in US culture
where we value fashion trends,
fast/convenient food, social
media pressure to own more
stuff. Thanks.
Maybe question for Rick Lanman.
For those outside of California, is
there any particular method for
investigating historical local or
regional beaver populations, or is
it simply a matter of looking for
the types of references that you
described in your discussion?
Trina - are you permitted to
actively re-introduce beaver on
your lands, as a sovereign
nation?
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Thanks for your question, Trina
may answer if she has time.
However, please consider why
you are asking this question to
the only indigenous speaker on
today's panel as it does not
relate directly to what she is
speaking to and could be
considered tokenizing. Consider
also what she is speaking about
also in terms of the heart of her
work being done through
relationship building.
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Thank you, I appreciate the response from both of
you. We do live in a world that some consumerism
is necessary, and tribal people are caught up in it as
well.
Think about how and why you use things, this may
take several years of deep introspection. Find your
center, the unique aspect of you without ego.
Try to support "green" businesses, businesses that
support conservation, and source materials as
ethically as possible.
This is a difficulty that we all face.

We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
The Maidu Summit Consortium is organized from multiple Mountain Maidu organizations, including two
federally recognized tribes. We are not a sovereign nation but are a collective organized to strengthen and
support our knowledge and efforts. I'm not sure that the habitat is abundant enough to support beavers, part
of the restoration is for growth that beavers depend on.

wondering about native species
evolution and new species as
climate changes…?
Are there any known
relationships between beavers
and red-legged frogs?
Can you address the benefits of
beaver dams and anaologues for
western pond turtle?
Karen, do you have
reccomendations on papers for
how to control invasive
amphibians in preparation for
BDA/beaver restoration?
will Q&A be saved for us to
review later?
Is there a snake that will
consume the bullfrog as a control
for already in habited areas?
Thanks, Rick. I havve read your
paper carefully. I have studied
southern CA streams for over 40
years and am always impressed
at how isolated the coastal
streams are, so there can be
migration barriers. Southern CA
is known for its high endemic
biodiversity, which appears to
have arisen from its isolation.
Beaver distributions may be
related a lot to stream
connectivity to larger systems
and local hydrological conditions.
Do blown-out dams / these kinds
of events themselves create
novel habitat?
Any way for people to watch the
rest of today's/Friday's session
live if they haven't registered yet,
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yes multiple papers - check
recent by Jeff Alvarez,

live answered

live answered

We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
We are taking notes of everyone's questions and hope to provide online resources to
follow up. We will also have a period for more Q&A at the end of the day today and
tomorrow that will be recorded.
We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!

live answered
We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
Our participant limit per day is
1000 people, since we are not
near that amount you can share

Yes Stuart, today and friday’s presentions
recordings will be the website after today

since registration's closed? I have
a few beaver-researching
contacts from Sonora, Mexico
(San Pedro River Basin) who are
interested. Is it okay to share my
own viewing link, if it'll work for
multiple people? Sorry for the
off-topic question during Dr.
Pope's presentation...
Karen where did the beaver go
after the storm?
Thanks, Karen. Much will
depend on the habitat
requirements of different groups
or species, Certainly more lentic
species will benefit from beaver
ponds, but what about impacts
on riffle species? It is well known
that sensitive invertebrate EPT
species are much more diverse
and abundant in riffles than
ponds/pools.
Excellent presentation Karen. I
am wondering if you have
studied differences in
biodiversity between systems
with beavers present and active,
and systems with beaver ponds
persisting on the landscape
without beavers present?
i have not heard anything about
western pond turtles at all, so
hasn't been answered live. I am
doing research in this area and
am very interested in reponse.

Karen,

your link. Additionally, all
sessions are being recorded and
will be posted shortly on
https://cabeaversummit.org/
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!
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We are recording all questions with hope for later discussion! Multiple people are
moderating the questions so apologies if there has been any confusion around what
questions have been addressed.

Karen, are there any studies
which show the increase in late
blooming plants (late summer
early fall) contributing native and
non-native pollinator health from
beavers?
What is the relationship between
creating beaver ponds and
harmful algae blooms in this era
of warming air and water
temperatures?
How do we change CDFW policy
to allow for translocation of
beaver into the Sierra Nevada. It
seems to me that unless we do
that growing the beaver range in
the the Sierra Nevada.
Can someone please clearly
define stage 0?...and subsequent
stages?...thank you
People near Yellowstone "shoot,
shovel, shutup" with
wolves(tragically)...seems like
translocation of beavers is small
potatoes in comparison...
Is there a fish passage design
(ladder?) available which fits
into, integrated with, a beaver
dam which can be humanoperated when needed because
of a no-breach run-off period?
Re: changing CDFW policy to
allow for beaver translocation in Washington state, it required a
law from the state legislature:
https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/defa
ult.aspx?cite=77.32.585
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it at a later
time!

Laura
Baker

It’s a common misconception that beaver ponds invariably result in higher temperatures. What you actually
get is massively diversified thermal heterogeneity. Colder and deeper water, hyporrheic upwellings
downstream, shallow hot spots, and so on.
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I’d love to hear what others have to say about this and I will definitely make some
suggestions on Friday.
You can read more about that in depth here
https://lowtechpbr.restoration.usu.edu/workshops/2019/Stage0/materials.html
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I bet Mike’s going to catch this in just a few minutes. He’s a very inventive dude!
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Thanks for sharing

I’m especially interested in the
exemptions for translocations to
sovereign tribal territories. This
process is very important to the
work that Return California is
doing. Cultural burning, TEK, IMP,
etc. are essential to this
conversation. Nothing exists in a
vacuum!
www.returncalifornia.org
How can we find this app?
just curious about the culture
adjustment from engineering
school to engineering
restoration?

Who authorizes BDA projects in
Sonoma County?
When beavers colonize an area,
that changes the hydraulics of
the water flowing in a river in a
stream. In western States, water
tends to be owned by a rights
holder. Are there ever situations
where a downstream waterrights owner insists that an
upstream landowner removes
beavers from their property?
Did the Beaver remain at this site
with the access rd?
This talk about beaver
psychology and behavior is
wonderful. It shows how to work
with, not against, this clever wild
engineer.
Mike, have you mentioned which
towns these projects have been
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Thanks for sharing!
We have noted your question and hope to get to it during the Q&A at the end of
today's presentations!

We have noted your question and hope to get to it during the Q&A at the end of
today's presentations!
We have noted your question
and hope to get to it during the
There’s quite an interesting tangle of regulations, overseen by several
Q&A at the end of today's
different agencies, depending on where, and what kind, and so on. It
presentations!
would be awesome to simplify this, and a bunch of folks are working on it.

Definitely. It’s an interesting legal conundrum, because nobody’s liable for the actions of a wild animal. That’s
been asked and answered, and all suits have lost. But folks keep trying, because they don’t understand that
beaver dams store WAY more water than you see on the surface, which increases base flow during the dry
season, when it’s most needed. Tearing out a dam gives you a little bump for a short period, but robs you long
term.
We have taken note of your question and hope to get to it in the Q&A session coming
up!

Thanks for your comment!
We have taken note of your question and hope to get to it in the Q&A session coming
up!

located in? I’m located a few
towns north of the Beaver
Institute in Williamsburg, MA,
nice to hear about local work
being done.
Excellent presentations! Do
beavers have any natural
predators? Why did it take so
long for CDF&G to update their
regulations to restrict hunting
beavers (Oregon was ahead of
California)? Why are other
western states (Co, Wa, Idaho,
Montana) behind in restricting
hunting of beavers?
Has there been a study to see
how much less a town spends on
flood-storm damage due to the
presence of beavers?

I wanna be the beaver king.
Jackie, Thank you. I am doing an
eco cultural restoration project
and want to research
relationships between beavers,
beaveways, and western pond
turtles. I hope we will get to this
question.
please explain conflicts beavers v
levees?
How do specific goals, objectives,
monitoring and adaptive
management - the science of
ecological restoration - fit into
Kevin Swifts restoration ideas?
Great ideas, just think process is
important.
Yeah!! Speaking truth here!!
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Mountain lions, coyote, wolves, bears, bobcats and humans all prey on beaver.
We have taken note of your
question and hope to get to it in
the Q&A session coming up!

I will make sure Karen sees it!
We have noted this question
and hope to get to it!

live answered
live answered

There’s a bunch of great stuff happening in the UK
looking at exactly that question. Cornwall Beaver
Project is one place to start. Very cool.
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I would love to hear more about
tidal marsh beavers that never
touch wood and make tule huts,
rather than dams. What benefits
do they provide?
Fabulous presentation Kevin!
Loved all Kevin Swift had to say
and appreciate his work. The
entire day, the whole of the
speakers have been fantastic…
mind blower! Thanks so very
much and Friday can’t come fast
enough! Inspiring!
Who are the key california
legislature committee heads to
get on, Kate L? State legislators
are cheap :)
Kate will talk about CDFW’s
relocation permitting issue?
What do the panelists think of
Utah State's BRAT model for
predicting where beavers can
build dams and occur?

What is the main reason why the
beavers construct dams?

What predates on Beavers and
does this cause any problems?
I would love to try low cost PBR
meadow restoration on some of
our meadows and leave the
diesel beavers at home.
However, I am still concerned
about the success without
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Hood published in 2012 the Skagit River delta saltwater marsh beaver created prime juvenile Chinook salmon
rearing habitat. See pub entitled Beaver in Tidal Marshes: Dam Effects on Low-Tide Channel Pools and Fish
Use of Estuarine Habitat in Wetlands by Hood in 2012.
live answered

Thanks, glad you liked it.
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Yeah, it’s been great today, super exciting to see so many folks showing up, and I’m
stoked for tomorrow.
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There will be lots of discussion
on policy on Friday!
Yes there will be much more
discussion on Friday!
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Ha! Maybe what we need to do is crowdfund a PAC,
and they can vote us a bunch more funding?

It’s quite good for finding sites to ground truth—makes it easy to get started, vastly more effective than just
using any single metric like veg. or slope or whatever. That said, once you run the model you’ll want to do the
due diligence on model fit. Those folks are such alpha nerds I’m sure it’s being improved all the time, too.

They are trying to avoid predation so dam building creates aquatic escape cover for the
beaver.
We have noted this question
For animals, everything that can get a tooth in them! They don’t breed like
and hope to get to it! For a
most rodents, so populations grow slowly. Humans are by far the most
deeper dive on beavers check
likely to cause problems—near extirpation in California being a prime
out Ben's book Eager
example.

You should definitely talk to
Kevin.

Hey Eric-I’ve got a bunch of sites, and you’re welcome to come take a tour.
Tasmam is crazy good right now, but quite new. Dixie Creek is coming
along well, there are beavers in the system and I’d love an excuse to visit.
Let’s coordinate!

beaver taking over. Are there
any Sierra Nevada meadows
where PBR succeeded without
colonized beaver? If so, I would
love to go visit.
Can Brock post the other Beaver
presentation links in the chat?
Thank you!
Terrific, Jackie! Thank you!
Question for Kevin: I'm a partner
biologist for NRCS. I work with
duck clubs that need to maintain
flood water from 6- 12 inches.
However, beavers plug up the
weir and cause too much
flooding and blow out the dam.
Are there coexistence techniques
that doesn't require complete
drainage? Minimum of 6 inches is
needed until July 15th for
tricoloreds.
Re BDA’s - has anyone tried
building bank lodges instead of
dams?
Marjorie, can you spend a little
more time describing stage 8
restoration?
I think Marjorie is the best.
Karen, I am doing this research,
will talk to you on line for your
advise and guidance. Thank you!
Will you save the chat and Q&A
text as well?
Is there any beaver farming going
on in the U.S.?
You can ignore the NRCS
question--I think I misunderstood
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We will be collecting resources and adding them to our website, please check back
soon
live answered
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it!
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it!
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it!

Abbie
Dwelle

Catie, you’ve gotta
Catie, I sent you an email after Wendell introduced
see what Kate’s
us. We have a new device to share with you. Email
cooking up. It’s so
me at kate@oaec.org
darn cool!
I haven’t, but I will note that the Methow Beaver Project was building
temporary lodges for their relocated beavers and reported that they never
used them.

We will try to do so!
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We have noted this question
and hope to get to it!

Catie
Mong

live answered

Not that I know of currently, but that doesn’t mean it’s not happening. Of
course, the last pelt price I heard was something like $12 and falling, so I
can’t see how you’d make a living on it.

the pond leveler technology and
whether it would require
complete drainage. Thank you
is there no mention of beaver in
the southwest in the history of
the spanish in these areas?
'@katelundquist I hope we’ll
hear on Friday about which
California state legislators we
should swarm on to get a
California Beaver Law done.
I guess Im curious if there are
ones without beaver in a higher
gradient system. And sure,
would love to come out. Let me
know when you are heading out
to a site
The Washoe Tribe (Hope
Valley/Carson) has a name for
beaver

Thanks all, will be back on Friday!
What can individuals do to most
promote beaver restoration?
Hello! Thank you so much for all
this! Where will we be able to
find the recorded version of
today’s talk?
Are there any beaver dams
open/easy access for public
citizens to view beavers in the SF
Bay area?
How do I find out if F&G is issuing
depredation permits in the
Tahoe Basin?
Comment:
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For more on beavers in the
southwest, visit
https://nmbeaversummit.org/

live answered

I am not a lobbyists but I have friends that are. I’ll
see what I can find out.
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Thanks for sharing!

live answered
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live answered
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Check back soon on
https://cabeaversummit.org/
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Contact your CDFW Regional
biologist

Reach out to Heidi as she said and also Sherry Guzzi
at Sierra Wildlife Coalition
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Our earthen canals which are
leaky/seepy systems like the
beaver system is a good
example. There are some in
California who want to show that
such a system is more efficient
when it seeps into the ground
and makes water available for
domestic use through wells.
and can someone speak to F&G
regs on transplant/removal
levees v beavers? conflicts?
How can one take a formerly
perennial stream that is now
seasonal, and make it perennial
again?
lots of levees in the state capital!
Any experience with beaver and
acid mine drainage and
abandoned mines or even near
superfund AMD?
do you have a link to the movie
in tucson tonight
How can the general public
support/help with all the
amazing work you guys are
doing?

Can you post a link to the habitat
scorecard?
faralones institute was also in
berkeley where i visited in the
late 70s
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More information on regulations
and policy will be discussed on
Friday
live answered
You’ve gotta stack enough water in the ground upstream that it quits going dry. You could do that by building
a bunch of BDAs and one-rock dams and etc., and just trapping that water and sediment and keeping it
around instead of letting it race away. The problem of incised streams is that they drop the groundwater
table, which reduces your storage too much for flow to continue.
live answered

live answered
https://watershedmg.org/event
/beavers-brews-binational-bash

It’s probably trite to say, but your being here is a big help. More educated folks
advocating for beavers and restoration statewide is a huge win.
https://restoration.usu.edu/pdf/Methow%20Beaver
%20Project%20release%20site%20score%20card2018.pdf
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Yes…the Integral Urban House is what that part was called and OAEC is where the Rural
Research Center was

I think that’ll do it.

katherine sould contact save the
american river ass’n and also the
environmental council of sacto
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